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Cold atom gyroscopes have been demonstrated to have extremely low angle random walk and
excellent long-term stability. As a result, these sensors are an enabling technology for many
demanding applications in inertial navigation and precision pointing. Cold atom gyros based on
light-pulse atom interferometry share a common technological foundation with accelerometers,
gravimeters, gradiometers, and atomic clocks. By tailoring design parameters, cold atom gyros
can satisfy performance and environmental requirements for a wide range of platforms.
Ultimately, cold atom gyros should become ubiquitous for precision inertial sensing just as
atomic clocks have for precision timekeeping, with similar reliability and longevity. AOSense
has built several generations of these sensors, and is continuing to drive the technology toward
increasingly compact and robust sensors for applications in the field. This tutorial will provide an
overview of atom interferometry, operating principles of cold atom gyros, and applications.
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